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 This movie is very good and you can enjoy watching it after downloading it for free.It’s no secret that we’re not the biggest fans
of the newest iteration of the classic Google maps platform. The new interface is a bit clunky, ugly, and frankly, a bit stupid.

The Google maps app for iPhone is a big step up from that ugly mess, but it could be a hell of a lot better. As it turns out,
Google is actually listening to these complaints, and they’re working on a much more modern version of Google maps for iOS.
The interface will be completely redesigned with new features like tilt/swipe directions and a photo map that doesn’t look like a
map at all. What’s more is that Google is dropping all the old navigation controls in favor of a navigation bar that controls all of
your directions. The app doesn’t seem to support gestures like the one found in the more recent Google search app, but it’s still a

welcome improvement. With its new navigation bar, Google maps is much more powerful. It’s now just a little button away
from providing you with the whole navigation stack. Just press the little nav button to switch from turn-by-turn to route
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guidance and public transport, for example. The interface is certainly a huge improvement, and hopefully Google will continue
to listen to user feedback as they continue to improve the app. For now, it seems they’ve done a good job, and the app is still a

solid alternative to Apple’s maps app. 82157476af
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